
SOLUTION SUMMARY

Procure-to-Pay Automation 
Setting the standard for performance in supply 
chain management
Automated processing of vendor orders and invoices is the way efficient business is done in the 
21st century, and Esker has been at the forefront from the start. Today, as the worldwide leader  
in automation of document processes within the procure-to-pay cycle, Esker sets the standard for best 
practices that drive performance improvement. Esker Accounts Payable Processing and E-Purchasing 
solutions — whether implemented on-premise or delivered on-demand — integrate with enterprise  
systems to remove the paper and manual tasks that limit speed and accuracy, helping businesses  
reduce the time and cost of managing supply chain. 

www.esker.com

Procure-to-pay challenges
The traditional procure-to-pay cycle encompasses all 
activities from procurement of goods and services to 
receiving invoices and paying suppliers. Each of these 
areas is labor-intensive and costly — involving the 
processing and distribution of large numbers of documents. 
Even the smallest errors can make the process inefficient, 
quickly draining available capital and resources. 

Procure-to-pay document processes directly affect 
performance in key areas —

§ Stock and supply management

§  Vendor relation management (including credit 
management)

§  Cash forecasting and management

§ Accounting books closing

§  Internal controls and audit procedures

— and the potential to improve business performance in 
those areas is strictly limited as long as they are tied to 
manual processing of paper documents.

Supplier order management
With manual distribution of vendor orders, companies 
often have difficulties accurately following up on their 
orders. Along with hindering the ability to achieve and 
maintain high-quality goods and services at the lowest 
cost and at the right time, manual processing stands in 
the way of efforts to reduce procurement costs and 
the ability of the company to remain competitive while 
supplying customers on-time.

Supplier invoice booking and payment
CFOs are eager to save on Accounts Payable personnel 
cost and paper-based vendor invoice management. They 
are looking at ways to make the process more efficient 
and risk-free. AP staff is under pressure to pay suppliers on 
time, respond to vendor inquiries quickly and to maintain 
good business relationship with the suppliers. On the other 
hand, Accounts Payable departments have to manage 
on time liability accrual and booking. With paper invoices 
sitting on top of the business manager ’s desk waiting for 
approval, the task remains a challenge. 

Procure-to-pay automation results
Automating procure-to-pay document processes delivers 
business advantages through increased efficiency and 
cost control. Focused and skillful management of the 
procure-to-pay cycle can improve relationships with 
vendors and free capital for core business-building 
activities. 

Procure-to-pay automation drives business performance by:

§  Tightening integration and collaboration with vendors 

§  Increasing transaction-processing accuracy 

§  Reducing transaction-processing costs 

§ Shortening financial settlement cycles 

§ Optimizing payment terms 
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§ Enabling faster and more successful dispute resolution

§  Providing continuously updated documentation 
to support compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley 
requirements and internal controls

E-Purchasing and Accounts Payable solutions from Esker 
encompass data capture, document formatting, routing, 
outbound delivery, data integration, validation workflow, 
indexing and archiving.

E-Purchasing
By removing manual handling steps in the process and 
allowing tracking of all purchase order deliveries, the 
Esker E-Purchasing solution provides immediate return 
on investment. SAP® customers benefit from a fully 
integrated and fully optimized process for better supply 
management.

Esker customers have been able to:

§  Reduce purchase order processing costs by 60% 

§  Eliminate data entry reducing order processing time  
by 80%

§  Dramatically improve procurement efficiency  
while saving costs

§  Shift employee’s focus from paperwork to productivity

§  Mitigate risk by setting detailed purchasing 
parameters for individual buyers

§  Maximize vendor contracts and gain from economies 
of scale  

Accounts Payable
Aberdeen Group research has found that electronic 
invoices cost 68-76% less to process. Esker solutions deliver 
these savings by optimizing the process of entering 
vendor invoices and getting approval. With the ability to 
receive and check invoices automatically, organizations 
improve Accounts Payable efficiency and increase 
process control.

Esker customers have been able to:

§   Reduce errors resulting from manual keystroke entry 
and hand-matching 

§  Reduce the payment cycle from 45 days to less than 
10 days 

§  Cut vendor invoice processing time by 75% 

§  Streamline the process of entering one vendor’s  
350+ weekly invoices and more than 1,600 line items 
from 48 hours to 4 minutes 

§  Gain direct cash benefits as a result of paying 
vendors faster and earning on-time discounts

Esker Professional Services: 
Discovering potential, delivering value
Using best-practice solution methodology built on 
years of experience and leadership, Esker Professional 
Services consulting teams work with customers to find 
opportunities for efficiency gains within the order-to-cash 
cycle. This proven methodology includes thorough needs 
assessment as well as requirements and process analysis 
to guarantee successful implementation and quickly 
deliver the full value of Esker solutions.
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Esker is the procure-to-pay automation choice of high-
performing companies including:

§   Microsoft §   Indigo Books & Music
§   Redeal  §   Sam Moore Furniture
§   Sea Star §   City of Charlottesville
§   Mittal Steel §   Warburtons
... and many others

Contact us Esker, Inc.
1212 Deming Way, Suite 350
Madison, WI 53717

Tel: 800.368.5283
Email: info@esker.com
www.esker.com


